
N o r t h  V i l l a
Bush Green, Pulham St. Mary, IP21 4YA



A superb rural smallholding of 3.52 acres with
a detached versatile bungalow and
substantial barn in a delightful setting

The property comprises an
excellent smallholding and perfect
for those wanting to embark on the
'the good life'. At the heart is a well-
presented detached bungalow that
has been substantially extended
and offers highly versatile
accommodation that can be
configured to suit a variety of
needs. It is set in an excellent
garden that is established with a
wide array of shrubs. To the rear is a
polytunnel.

There is parking for the bungalow to
the front. However, there is an
additional access leading to the
rear of the property which provides
parking for several vehicles
together with providing access to
the substantial barn/workshop that
can be used for a variety of
purposes subject to the appropriate
consents.

There is bank of solar panels and
opposite is the former produce area
which was used for growing fruit
and vegetables. This runs into the
orchard which has a large number
of fruit trees. Beyond the orchard is
a paddock with direct access to the
approach track. It could be used for
animals within the smallholding or

for horses required.

There are superb rural views beyond
and the property enjoys the fusion of
country living without being isolated.

Location

The Pulhams are two small popular
villages with shops, a primary school,
medical centre and a community
centre. Located between Diss, Long
Stratton and Harleston – the larger
town of Diss offers excellent
amenities including schools, health
facilities, sports facilities, regular bus
service and main line railway station
to London (Liverpool Street). The
pretty market town of Harleston is
thriving with many historical buildings
and an excellent range of
independently owned shops.

Services

Oil fired central heating. Drainage
via private treatment plant. Mains
water and electric. (Durrants have
not tested any apparatus,
equipment, fittings or services and so
cannot verify they are in working
order).

Local Authority

South Norfolk District Council
Tax Band D
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IMPORTANT NOTICE CONTACT US

Durrants and their clients give notice that:

1.They are not authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the property either here or elsewhere, either on their
own behalf or on behalf of their client or otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any statement that may be made in these particulars. These
particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or representations of fact.

2.Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not necessarily
comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all necessary planning, building regulation or other consents. Durrants have not
tested any services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise.
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